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The design process of lightweight structures deformed by flow fields benefits from fast
simulation methods of fluid-structure interaction (FSI). Coupled simulations are usually
performed only in late design stages due to heavy simulation times. Nevertheless defor-
mation often has significant influence on the systems behaviour, e.g. lift and drag values
of a twisting and bending aeroplane wing.

This work presents a segregated FSI approach for weak coupling implemented in the
framework of OpenFOAM R©. The code allows to simulate free movable, as well as par-
tially and also fully constrained, deformable structures. The idea is the strict separation
of motion in six degrees of freedom and the structural deformation of the solid. The
calculation of deformation is implemented in a new class which can handle FE-matrices
provided by arbitrary FE-codes. Both, FE-matrices in physical coordinates and reduced
models can be used. Taking advantage of FE-models reduced by Component Mode Syn-
thesis [1, 2] the goal is a fast computing inner skeleton while maintaining the possibility
to exchange forces on the physical boundary. Also one can constrain certain degrees of
freedom or apply additional external forces.

The mesh motion is divided into two parts to retain the boundary layer cells. A near-body
part is moving with the rigid body motion in six degrees of freedom and thus captures
the structural deformation. The mesh far away is morphed to account for the motion of
the body [3].

A fast FSI simulation technique for applications like aircraft and wind turbines is imple-
mented in OpenFOAM R©. A special mesh motion treatment improves the mesh validity
particularly in the boundary layer region.
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